[The functional and morphochemical characteristics of the hippocampal neurons during the formation of trace processes in old rabbits].
Trace rhythmic activity of dorsal hippocampal neurons were studied after the long-lasting (10-20 min) rhythmic (0.5-2 Hz) electrocutaneous stimulation of the forelimb in alert young (5-7 months), middle-aged (54-65 months), and very old (66-84 months) rabbits. During aging the number of spontaneously active neurons was shown to be significantly decreased, the proportion of slowly firing neurons to be increased, the interspike intervals and intervals between spike groups to lengthen, and the number of spikes per a group to be reduced. Spectral analysis of neuronal firing rate revealed that ability to reproduce the rhythm of the previous stimulation declined with age. No appropriate rhythms were found in hippocampal neurons of the old animals. Morphological and cytochemical analysis of the hippocampal neurons revealed changes in nuclear-cytoplasmic relations and also a fall of protein synthesis in the neurons of the old animals. The observed deteriorations may explain the impairment of trace rhythmic activity in hippocampal cells with age.